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SEA GLASS (NEW POEMS)

ASSENT
If you build your house
next to the river of love
you will come to recognize
the divine, whether an angel or
an open parking space.
Even the dust motes that
make a chain of light settling
on the ofÔce chair arm are
a sign. Reckon with the truth
that the whole universe Õares
with just-born light. And
that even in winter’s ink-black dark
every Õame live enough
to burn will matter.
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BE STILL AND KNOW
Deepening dark, with a chill
wind and the uneven sounds of sheep
cropping on the stubble hill.
For now, simply stand still
under the slow stars’ glisten
and sky creep. Wait. Do not sleep.
But listen.
Deep silence and shadow tells
the essential story.
No trumpet blare. Not a single bell.
Watch as the clarity of dark
shows up a minor spark—
an oil lamp Õickering
in a cave under the hill.
With that wick’s brief bud of light
a child’s Ôrst ragged cry
splits this night.
Pray that his just-born brightness will Õare and Ôll all space—
until the dark’s annihilated
by the glint of grace.
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THE GENEROSITY
What well-chosen small presents
arrive almost every day, wrapped
in the newspaper of the ordinary!
No ribbons. No gift cards.
Just the coin of the sun glinting
behind a gray broth of clouds.
A knuckle of dark rock exposed as
a freeze lets go and the snow
settles in its own melting. Trees
showing off their good bones, skeletal,
naked—their fractal structures
echoing the repeating patterns of atoms.
Last week a tender rain came and went,
and our roof gutters gurgled their watery
joy at being useful.
And today, a raven feather on
the sidewalk and wings in the sky,
memos from heaven everywhere.
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LISTEN TO THE GREEN

BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Whether or not I Ônd the missing thing
it will always be
more than my thought of it.
Silver heavy, somewhere it winks
in its own small privacy,
playing
the waiting game with me.
And the real treasures do not vanish.
The precious loses no value
in the spending.
A piece of hope spins out,
bright, along the dark,
and is not lost in space;
love is out orbiting, and will
come home.
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PERFECT LOVE BANISHES FEAR
1 John 4:18

The risk of love
is that of being unreturned.
For if I love too deep,
too hard, too long,
and you love little
or you love me
not at all,
then is my treasure given,
gone,
Õown away lonely.
But if you give me back
passion for passion,
return my burning,
add your own
dark Ôre to Õame my heart,
then is love perfect,
hot, round, augmented,
whole, endless, inÔnite,
and it is fear
that Õies.
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BRIDE
The thin smooth eggshell of her
rigid, indrawn by a private gravity—
her convex surface
offers no toe-hold for analysis.
But perhaps the perfect smile—
the self-assured sheen—
her insularity’s bright
white carapace that shuns another’s touch
ask of you:
Is it her coolness or her cowardice
or are they one? that closes inward on itself
denying entrance?
The probes of God’s sharp grace,
his bruising mouth and yours ,
threaten to broach her brittleness.
And heaven’s breath, hot—
see how she shrinks from it
on her ice palace
as from all passion that seeks
center
in her hidden hollowness.
Not knowing she’s destined for shell
shock,
vainly she shields her vulnerable vacuum—
postpones the breaking and entering—
loves emptying of
her chilly emptiness.
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THE SECRET TREES

IN MY LIVING ROOM
I have a carpet green as outside grass.
Its short, dense, woolly blades all seem to wait
for the old Hoover to mow down the dirt
and rake dead Ôbers, miscellaneous leaves
of lint, into itself. I almost wish
the rain would pour down from the ceilinged sky,
silver and fresh, onto this inside lawn.
Then from the hanging corner globe, switched on
sun breaking through after the shower’s over ,
a Õood of yellow sunlight might bewitch
a robin into pulling at a worm
daring to tunnel the close-woven sod.
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BEHIND THE WALLS
Along the street a new house
is going up among the trees.
The open air of Wheaton
is being boxed in there, closed off
from rain, birds, light, leaves.
Day by day another kind of space
is being deÔned
by upright beams of pine, narrow
yellow in this morning’s sun,
sentenced to the long darkness.
Months from now, when it is
all done, I shall walk by.
Where others notice siding,
shutters, paint, I shall see
behind the walls the secret trees,
still standing, straight and
strong as the pines in the
free groves outside.
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WINTER WHEAT
Even the oaks
are almost naked.
The fall Õames of rose and gold
have died out under
the dark rains.
The ground underfoot
is rimed with the cold ashes
of the wind, the bleached
stubble, the clotted
wheat heads.
But see,
over there, like a
green blaze on the shoulder
of the hill, like a new patch
in the quilt,
a square of quite improbable
emerald.
With what audacity
the bright velvet
assaults our autumn senses:
each blade a reversal
of seasons, an upstart shoot
Õagging the brief sun bursts,
sap juicing to its tip,
ready now, in November,
for the new year!
The oaks are bare
and the sky heavy with
Ôrst snow, but my rebel blood
beats higher now
against the winter night
coming.
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THE SIGHTING

THE UNIVERSAL APPLE: IN THE
FOURTEENTH YEAR, FEBRUARY 14
His tongue tests the waxed skin; his teeth
invade the red, crushing at every bite
a thousand cells for their sweet cider.
Without ever thinking about it, the boy knows
he is eating a way back into his feral self,
intense, white-Õeshed, veined, full
of sap and seed. He is as packed with cells.
As primal, as the apple whose stalk
has dropped away, forgotten as cleanly as
his own umbilical cord. Still
hungry, he sizes up another apple to juggle
in the air, to rescue from its brief,
ungainly orbit, to hold with ardor, its hard
heart shape robust as any girl’s between
his palms. Richer than a printed valentine,
the earnest crimson captures all his senses,
incarnate and incarnadine. Its wholeness
circles his own core. But curiosity
conquers esthetics: pocket-knife slicing,
jagged, along its equator, he dissects
the small planet, laying its northern hemisphere back on its buttock. And there,
from the center of its gravity,
all Ôve valves Ôlled with a secret semen,
shines every schoolboy’s model for a star.
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GIFTS FOR MY GIRL
At eleven, you need new shoes
often, and I would give you
other things to stand on
that are handsome and useful
and Ôt you well, that are not
all plastic, that are real
and knowable and leatherhard, things that will move
with you and breathe rain
or air, and wear well in all weather.
For beauty, I would buy
a gem for you from the earth’s
heart and a ring that is gold
clear through and clothes the colors
of Õowers. I would cultivate in you
a gentle spirit, and curiosity,
and wonder in your eyes. For use,
in your house I’d hang
doors that are solid wood
without hidden panels of air, set
in walls built of brick more
than one inch thick.
On your Õoors I’d stretch Õeeces
from black sheep’s backs,
and for your sleep, sheets
spun from Ôbers that grew, once,
on the Õanks of the Ôelds.
I’d mount for you one small,
clean mirror for a grinning
glimpse at yourself, and a whole
geometry of windows to the world
with sashes that open hard, but
once lifted, let in a breath
of pure sun, the smell of a day,
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a taste of wild wind, an earful
of green music.
At eleven, and always,
you will need to be nourished.
For your mind—poems and plays, words
on the pages of a thousand books:
Deuteronomy, Dante and Donne,
Hosea and Hopkins, L’Engle and Lewis.
For your spirit, mysteries and praise,
sureties and prayer. For your teeth
and tongue, real bread the color
of grain at a feast, baked and broken
fresh each day, apricots and raising,
cheese and olive oil and honey
that live bees have brought
from the orchard. For drink
I’d pour you a wine
that remembers sun and shadow
on the hillside where it grew,
and spring water wet enough
to slake your forever thirst.
At eleven, the air around you
is full of calls and strange
directions. Choices pull at you,
and a confusion of dreams.
And I would show you a true compass
and how to use it, and a sun steady
in its orbit, and a way
through the woods by a path
that will not peter out.
At eleven, you know well
the sound of love’s voice,
and you have, already, hands
and a heart and a mouth
that can answer. And I would
learn with you more
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of how love gives and receives,
both, with both palms open. I
am standing here, far enough away
for you to stretch and breathe,
close enough to shield you from
some of the chill and to tell you
of a comfort that is stronger,
more real, that will come closer still.
—for my youngest daughter, Kristin
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VILLANELLE FOR A SEASON’S END
Autumn is here, and summer will not stay.
The season cuts a bloodline on the land,
And all earth’s singing green is stripped away.
Your leaving drains the color from the day.
The oak leaves’ red is clotting in my hand.
Autumn is here, and summer will not stay.
The sea fog settles. Even noon is gray.
The light recedes as though this dusk were planned.
The green of Ôeld and tree has slipped away.
I shiver on the beach and watch the way
The berries’ blood is spilled along the sand.
Autumn is here, and summer will not stay.
In the chill air the knotted weed heads sway.
The waves have swept your footprints from the sand.
The green of all our Ôelds is stripped away.
See how the wind has scattered the salt hay
Across the dunes! Too well I understand:
Autumn is here, bright summer will not stay,
And all earth’s love and green are stripped away.
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POSTCARD FROM THE SHORE

SAVED BY OPTICS
First, you must Ônd a chip
of cold
that has always wanted to see,
to channel the light.
Then, with hands devoid
of electricity
without matches, even,
and with only splinters
of strength left,
you must carve it out—the rough
eyeball—from under the brow
of this ice continent
and polish it between
your curved palms’ last warmth
into the double convex
of a lens,
a gem without frost or crack,
cleansed by the Õow of
its own tears.
Next, you must wait, shivering
for the slow sun
to reach the zenith
of his readiness
to work with you. Now.
Focused in the eye
of ice
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angle it exactly
though its chill Ônds each
of your Ôngers’ bones
a matchless Õame collects
until the scrutiny
of light
reads the dry tinder into
a saving kindling—ice’s gift
of heat and paradox.
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WHENEVER
Whenever a day’s plans are aborted like
this morning, as the blizzard closed in and
tethered us to the kerosene stove , I think
of possibilities that have never come
real—the white oak out front that would
have touched the sky if lightning
hadn’t lopped it, last fall’s green-blooded
tomatoes nipped by frost, the writer
who might have become my daughter-in-law.
Less obvious are the poems I may never
Ônish, each a fetus, waiting, wrinkled,
for an image to break the waters.
Today my world is an envelope of snow
without a stamp. Like me, it is going
nowhere, caught in the tail of a dream
like the one pinched off last night by a
sudden buffet of north wind. I was
about to Õy again. Now I may never know
if I can.
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TRESPASSERS
The horizon is clear
cut, an apricot silk
stretches over the hills’
dark proÔle, and now
that the wind has moved on,
a crystal stillness
presses in place
every tree and blade in
the shallow valley
our eyes are not
strong enough to prove
this, but skin feels
the weight of dusk .
In the oblique light
each leaf is layered,
green as glass, on its
singular stem. The road
moves cleanly, bisecting
the view. Fields obey
their fences; the whole
view waits for us
to make a mistake,
to tear a ragged corner.
We hesitate even
to speak, to smudge
the silence, to move
the air with our breath,
to disturb sod or stone
with a single step.
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POLISHING THE
PETOSKEY STONE

POLISHING THE PETOSKEY STONE
Petoskey Stone (Hexagonaria)—a petriÔed colony coral
350 million years old, found on beaches in Michigan

My friend says, “Spit on it, and rub
the surface. See the pattern?”
In its hammock of lines I lift the pebble
the color of a rain cloud, cradle it
a thousand miles. Holding
the steering wheel in one hand, the gray
oval curved to my other palm, we move,
a ripple across the map to Kansas, while
I rub its softness in ellipses
against a rough shore of denim and wool.
The second day it starts
to shine like glycerin soap. As I buff it
smooth, the print rises to the surface—
the silk stone honeycombed with
eyes opening from a long sleep
between lashes of Ône spines. Born
eons ago in a warm sea over
Michigan, buried in a long, restless
dream, now the old coral wakes
to the waves of cloth.
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CONCH
Its open mouth corresponds
to your own hunger to hear.
Rough as the bleat
of gulls, its edges
rasp your cheek, cold as salt;
the surge of sound Õoods
into your own convoluted
shell of an ear
through tympanum, stapes, cochlea.
You lean into the roar—a tide
of air and water trapped
at the pink helical heart—
an ocean tumbling over
and over. Breath still moves
on the face of the deep,
you ache to its
tempest at your cheekbone.
And the inside tremor—the thunder,
the wave that breaks over
more than your bare feet.
Listen deep until it drowns.
Know the whole world
a shell, and you the grit
caught in it, being pearled over.
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WORLDVIEW
“Color pattern on underside of tail can be read
like a Ôngerprint. Reaches 50’ long.”
—from a New England postcard picturing a humpback whale

Like a Õag in a gust
she unfurls. The present
tense, she powers up
from the pull of gravity.
Breaching in gargantuan play,
Õuting her Õukes’
unduplicated undersides
she leaps—slow motion—
shedding a shroud of foam.
Ropes of watered pearls slide
from her shoulders. When she blows,
it is a triumph of spume
inviting rainbows.
Standing on her single, muscular
root as if the sea were solid—
a pedestal for sightseeing, she views the world.
Lifting that great weight
like an offering,
she swims the oceans of air, Õouts
the horizon’s rule. In one
steel Õing she sounds the sky,
Õashes, falls, sinks, begins
again the search for the deep place
of her Ônal and inevitable sleep.
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WRITING THE RIVER

WRITING THE RIVER
After two days’ rain heavy enough to
circle the view with descending silver,
Austin Creek has grown to the size of
a metaphor—rising fast from summer,
slow over pebbles, to this rowdy
torrent. Under my window it hurls itself
with the force of myth, over river stones,
down rapids, riddled with small Ôsh.
All day the voice of water roars
behind my writing—all day, while I’m
making soup, stoking the woodstove
the Õames rushing their orange rivers
up the Õu . Under a darkened sky
I step out on the porch to check its
scouring race, and is it rising still? I know
it is myself I am checking, keeping
the window open all night to that naked,
splendid sound, dusky as pewter. Rainfall
and river together—rinsing the room,
soaking my dreams. In one dream
I am a salmon working my way up
the valley, grazed by rocks. I am living
a creek, writing a river. Downstream,
a trace of my blood feeds the lake.
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ON THE RIVER BANK, BIBURY
Why do you suddenly ask me am I happy?
I am only combing my mind, like water
searching the green weed. Under the plane
tree, in this confusion of suns, crescent
trout Õip their golden spines
into the air, then straighten,
heads upstream, in the clear path of water.
I know now it is their bliss to be still
in a current. The grassy fringes between glare
and dusk teach them how a river bank
casts a shadow of rest; how Ôxed and tranquil
lie the dark stones at river bottom.
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SAILING SAN FRANCISCO BAY
She braces—one hand
on the forestay. Her other hand
curves around to the outside of the jib,
its belly heavy with wind.
Pressing against her hand heel,
deceptive as silk, the air
Ôlls the sailcloth until it bulks
as pregnant as her own body
before each birth. Out there
on the Catalina’s prow, with
the small waves swelling against
the hull under her so that
through the soles of her deck shoes
she feels the waters breaking,
she is alone, letting it all go
with the water sliding away below.
The other sounds—curlew cries across
the water, Mozart on the portable player,
the glasses and voices from the cabin—
all trail behind, like the faint call of her
grown children, gone in the green wake.
It is all such old magic—bittersweet
like birth, the melting sea silver,
stained sky red, vanishing between
her legs like the last light being sucked
down through the bones of the mountains,
there, in a bloody show.
She Õattens her hand and pushes hard
against the blue cloth so that the sail
spills some of its wind,
giving it back to the bay.
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THE ANGLES OF LIGHT

WHAT THE WIND CAN DO
Twilight. With darkness coming on
through the open door, I am losing more and more
of the gold. From the Ôeld next to the barn
a fog spreads over the house, taut and clean as a bedsheet,
a blotter. Light still falls from the height
but in particles, the way pollen drops to the hand
under an open sunÕower.
Then, like a sigh, the night opens its mouth, breathes.
With fog sliding north on this sled of air, a new dime
of light appears like an offering, a lost coin just found,
over a horizon liquid with trees beginning to sway.
Even the dirt road glistens like a river. Oat Ôelds tilt,
undulate under the kneading air, a Welsh green, the stalks
splinters of moon, the body of night a dancing silver.
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FOLIO
Flattened like coins on train tracks
the prunus leaves unfurl along their twigs
in copper ovals. She bends down,
peers in. Shadowed underneath,
each leaf greens in its
charcoal dark, laced with veins
rosy as human arterial blood, delicate
as her own most minor capillaries.
Here are two secrets: the bud
bursting pink from the groin where
leaf stem embraces branch; the curled worm
slung in its pale cocoon, waiting.
Here is another: she has walked around
all day, feeling raw as that bloody leaf,
or worse, a blank page. Priceless
as a Õat penny, she’ll end up
shriveled for sure, food for the worm.
Against the odds, maybe she’ll bloom Ôrst.
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PUZZLE: TUOLUMNE RIVER
Just now, a yellow leaf the shape of an eye
Õying, settling on glacial rock, watching us;
the river, spilling its slow snowmelt, conserving
its ancient secrets, its questions;
each hour a new riddle showing: the way water,
in its softness, knuckles holes in granite;
the sun’s burn across ripples, crowding
the chill olive of shadow; the wedlock
of moss with pine root; your cascade’s
cursive eloquence that drowns my mineral hush.
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WATER LINES

BETWEEN THE LINES
I can’t help noticing
how falling leaves and rain
print their trajectories—
traces in the air, on the window glass—
as if writing some cosmic equation.
My algebra was always bad, but
trigonometry—its angles
and curves, its tangents and sines
and signs—always wakes something
quite beyond logic in my heart.
As if the mystery of existence were becoming
visible—my small gasps of prayer,
meant to rise, not fall, triangulating
in the wind. And the simple
snow—each Õake unique, intact, as it
Õies through space—giving chaos
a chance to reintegrate to a kind of holy
order, Ôlling cracks, hollows—the muddy ruts
in the playing Ôeld behind the school
white, beautifully level again.
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AGAINST ENTROPY
Consider our perception of glaciers—
the shoulders of mountains scaffolded with ice
as if their age-old bulk might collapse under
its own weight, needs shoring up.
Or the shape-shift of rain to crystals,
gravity settling the grainy Õakes, the wind picking up,
wrapping the houses with false comfort—
a Õeeced scarf that grows to a drift. As if
the world, in its bleakest season,
craves warmth, is reaching for refuge. Ponder
the limbs of trees with their sloping
shelves about to fall, the rib cage
around the singing lungs not
giving in; the brittle bones still upholding
the ripening body like crutches
against collapse. Even a minimal movement,
like closing a window against the draft,
or lighting a small Ôre, reverses
entropy, thaws the iron authority
of the season. Tomorrow, when sunlight hits,
the frost will steam up from our sidewalks,
the black ice will melt on the pass.
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INSIDE/OUTSIDE
Inside the house, all
you can see are the streams of rain
down the windows. Outside,
even a minute exposes you to
the chill splash of truth as the singular drops
Ôlter through your dark hair
and trickle down your scalp,
soaking the collar at your neckline.
Shivering, you intuit the needle of ice
that still lives like a seed
at the heart of each drop—it feels
that cold.
Would you wish yourself innocent
of ice, shielded? This is a poem
you could never have written, a frost
you would never have let yourself feel.
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WHAT THE LIGHT WAS LIKE

TENTING, BURR TRAIL, LONG
CANYON, ESCALANTE
Even when I close my eyes, even later in
the tent, dreaming, I see banks and rivers running red.
My blood has drunk color from the stones as if
it were the meal I needed. I am ready to eat
any beauty—these vistas of stars, storms.
The mesas and vermilion cliffs. The light they magnify
into the canyon. The echoes, the distances.
The rocks carved with ancient knowledge.
But after vast valleys I am so ready for this
low notch in the gorge, the intimate cottonwoods
lifting their leafy skirts and blowing their small
soft kisses into my tent on the wasteland’s
stringy breath. The spaces between the gusts are rich
with silence. I am ready to stay in this one place, sleep,
dream, breathe the grace of wind and earth that is
never too much, and more than I will ever need.
In this parchment land, the scribble
and blot of junipers and sagebrush, each crouched
separate, rooted in its own desert space,
spreads low to the sand, holding it down
the way the tent pegs anchor my tent, keep it
from blowing away. The way I want my words
to hold, growing maybe an inch a year,
grateful for the least glisten of dew.
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THE SIMPLE DARK
Black birds slice their evening patterns—
long curves in the sky. Everything
is drawing down into shade.
But the dark, which is at Ôrst so simple
is not simple. Away from the farmhouse
with its slits of yellow, the monotone
develops like a print in the chemical bath.
The unbroken velvet swims
with complications so subtle that
seeing and hearing must take their time
to know. The shadow purples,
the dusk intricate with crickets. The sky
infested with pricks of light.
My whole body an ear, an eye.
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WITHOUT A SHADOW
The hill is steep and the walking slow,
and when I look back, the road fades
to a pale nothing behind me.
Fog follows me, the drift of it
a clinging dampness that melts
the angled ghosts of cedar and Ôr.
Blotted out, their pungent scent intensiÔes.
The blurred red hydrant, the houses
below, the edge of the invisible shore,
are buried by a relentless creep
of skim milk, opaque, as if the view
has drained through the sinkhole
of the lake whose delicate
fog-blunted lapping rises to my ear .
Not exactly dark, but without shade,
the sharp purity of morning has been
diminished. I read somewhere that
“only full light reveals shadow.”
Moving through fog, living
is a blindness, a yielding
of my layered ignorance to the mist.
A gleam on the tarmac
and indistinct tree shapes
angle across the road. A rumor of blue
begins to kiss its way through.
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HARVESTING FOG

CONSIDER
Sidereal: of or pertaining to the stars

Glass can never be thin enough
to translate out from in, unaltered.
I open every window to entice air
and with it the landscape—its dark bulk.
A peep shot through a squared frame
of thumbs and Ôngers . Only a tittle
of indigo, barely a jot of enormity,
but some kind of edge shatters out there
and in here. And speaking of stars,
the word desire itself. The sky a whole,
Ôlling the hole in the heart.
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CANAAN VALLEY, OCTOBER
We’ve come to expect it from trees, but here
even the ground blazes, packed deep with leaf foil
red as red gold. At every turn in the road
we’re jolted by another roar of color—whole hillsides
belting out the Õush the sun has invested
in West Virginia foliage all last summer.
I’m hearing a story from 1910. Settlers, determined
to clear the land, cut down every tree along
the mountain’s backbone. They had themselves pictured,
triumphant, standing on stumps. When
the exposed leaf-peat caught Ôre it burned away,
burned clear down to the limestone bones of the hills.
This morning the deÔant blaze of fallen leaf on every side
campaigns for revival. No cautious pigment,
just the bright brush of a view through the car window
that sweeps all the old years’ records clean.
A Õame that refuses to go out,
to join the lost history of leaves.
Oceans may muddle salt with fresh so that
sources are forgotten. Glass cannot tell you
from which of millions of sand grains it has been melted
and cooled to clarity. But mountains are made
of memory, eons of it, an ancient narrative held tight
in the rocks; their deep hum of survival a sostenuto
all winter, inaudible to us. But come spring, we’ll know
to watch for a green Ôre singing along the hills again.
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WIND & WINDOW
No snow, but the sleet
tapping loud on the skylight,
like stars seeking entry.
A message keeps coming—
wind humming a tune
in the branches of cedars,
a rumor of heaven,
a whisper of God.
No snow, but a sound
penetrating your window.
You can’t see the gusts,
but listen, and sense me—
I’m the spice in the air,
the cool on your cheek,
a shift of the season,
a change in your weather.
Swing wide your window
to hear what I’m saying,
like Mary, who listened,
her heart thrown ajar.
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SCAPE

THE SLOW PLEASURES
So, the words come slowly, like
the minutes in an hour, or even
the hours in a day—one by one.
In the cave of your mouth they taste
like oranges, green melons. Each offers its own
tang, its own unhurried Õush that glazes
your tongue. A delicious vowel Õourishes
there, rounding, a Õame struck by the match of
a fricative, a plosive, a sibilant—C, V, P, S, T, Z.
Each mouth sound knows this is not its end;
that even after being swallowed,
mated, subsumed, essences persist.
For now, let them re-echo in porcelain,
crimson, onion, ivory, ovary, zither.
Allow each the slow pleasure of being.
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READING LESSON
The forest is a library of trees
whose books, in autumn, open
for our education to pages,
leaves that turn and turn, under
the air’s inquiring Ôngers.
On the ground, light and shadow.
The maples drop their syllables until
the grass burns with words.
I pick up one, two, to take home.
Together they spell “Splendor.”
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DECONSTRUCTION
When I try to carve in air
an outline of what was there,
a memory of presence, I can only
think about absence.
When we built our new
house on the hillside next to
the giant Douglas Ôr,
the machines dug deep for
a foundation so that the naked roots
stuck out like live wires, knowing
air and sky for the Ôrst time.
Tall enough to be
unsafe in a high wind, they said,
like a green sail on the Bay,
heeling over at the will of any gust.
We knew then, we and our neighbors,
what had to be done. It was murder.
The saws took only an hour to erase
the splendid sound of wind through needles,
the landmark muscle of trunk,
and the hollow at the foot where,
in spring, the deer always gave birth.
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